
STEEL SECTOR IN TURKEY FOR FDI

Turkish industry mainly depends on the private sector activities. The share Foreign direct investments .. are
metallurgical coal, iron ore and phosphate rock .

Such mega infrastructure projects offer a big boost to the economy as they create a multiplier effect and
increase the aggregate demand of various engineering goods and services. It was the strongest pace of
expansion recorded since  Turkey: good prospects for another year of growth Gepostet von Dirk Schaar Feb
15, Even during the Ottoman Empire, Turkey has enjoyed the technological advancements from Europe and
access to larger markets in Asia. There is a very serious business volume in this market," Aslan said. This
growth is relied heavily on the inflow of foreign short-term investments as well as on strong government
levers at home, including the rise in bank lending, tax cuts and other incentives. But over the next few months,
the government actions were instrumental in generating a fresh momentum and thus pulling the economy from
the brink of crisis. All of these mega building projects come on the heels of completion of Eurasia Tunnel and
Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge in  Another year of growth, despite turbulence In the immediate aftermath of the
failed coup attempt in July , the Turkish economy bled and saw steep declines in real production, domestic
demand and investor confidence. All the government initiatives and policies are focused with in sight. They
always say that they want to work with Turkish contractors. Machinery manufacturing continues to be one of
the key growth drivers of the Turkish economy. The sector, which increased its exports despite the recent
additional tariffs imposed by the U. Stressing that in addition to bilateral talks, participation in Alacero is also
important as the said event is the meeting point for the steelmakers, bringing together delegations from 80
countries. Turkey mainly exports machinery, transport equipment and engineering goods to the EU. TDZs are
organized research and business centers where academic, economic and social structures become integrated
and universities, research institutions, and industrial foundations work together for innovation, technology
transfer; increasing productivity and reducing production costs; increasing product quality and standards;
working on product development; supporting technological investments and entrepreneurship. The prevailing
views among experts is that despite its spectacular growth in , Turkey is entering with some serious challenges
on its plate. Turkey's steel exports increased by  In this period, steel exports rose by  Our goal is now Latin
America. Because we are ahead of many countries in terms of quality and service. We also expect important
projects from Iraq after the normalization process. The Turkish steel sector, which succeeded in increasing its
exports despite recent tariffs by Washington, is now looking to raise its share in Latin America and double its
exports to the market The Turkish steel industry, which comes to the fore as the most affected sector by
increasing protectionist tendencies, especially from the U. It is among the 15 largest economies in the world in
terms of purchasing power parity and among the top 6 economies in Europe. Recalling that Turkey used to
export 1. In October, steel exports achieved an increase of  More than 50 percent of the companies here came
to the Latin American market for the first time. Representatives from the steel industry, which have put Latin
American countries on their target, will take part in public and private sector projects in the coming period. On
an average, every year 4 new TDZs are launched in Turkey. Input costs include competitive labor cost, an
affordable and reliable energy supply, and logistical advantages based on the geo-strategic location of Turkey,
while enablers include a skilled workforce, investment incentives, sound infrastructure and a strong base of
domestic suppliers. Apart from creating higher export revenues, the country aims to shift from being a
manufacturer of low cost products to high value-added products. Now, more than a year after the coup
attempt, Turkish economy has posted impressive growth figures. Since , productivity and growth has slightly
slowed to reveal the underlying imbalances in the Turkish economy. The Caribbean region and Latin America
are densely populated and emerging regions. Though not all is shiny as the growth numbers suggest, as current
account deficit, unemployment and inflation have increased. As Turkey proceeds towards its goal for , more
and more TDZs are expected to emerge. Rise of Turkish manufacturing The manufacturing industry is one of
the main drivers of the Turkish economy, accounting for roughly a quarter of the total GDP. We aim to
increase the number of such events. To establish itself as major manufacturing power, Turkey has set the year
as its target. Written by Sushen Doshi Turkey has always been a major trading destination because of its
geographic proximity to Europe, Asia, the Balkans and to the energy producing regions in the Caspian and
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Central Asia.


